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ABSTRACT
We use stripped-down versions of three semi-analytic galaxy formation models to study the
influence of different assumptions about gas cooling and galaxy mergers. By running the
three models on identical sets of merger trees extracted from high-resolution cosmological
N-body simulations, we are able to perform both statistical analyses and halo-by-halo com-
parisons. This paper demonstrates that there is a good statistical agreement between the three
models used here, when operating on the same merger trees, reflecting a general agreement
in the underlying framework for semi-analytic models. We also show, however, that various
assumptions that are commonly adopted to treat gas cooling and galaxy mergers can lead to
significantly different results, at least in some regimes. In particular, we find that the different
models adopted for gas cooling lead to similar results for mass scales comparable to that
of our own Galaxy. Significant differences, however, arise at larger mass scales. These are
largely (but not entirely) due to different treatments of the ‘rapid cooling’ regime, and different
assumptions about the hot gas distribution. At this mass regime, the predicted cooling rates
can differ up to about one order of magnitude, with important implications on the relative
weight that these models give to feedback from active galactic nuclei in order to counteract
excessive gas condensation in relatively massive haloes at low redshift. Different assumptions
in the modelling of galaxy mergers can also result in significant differences in the timings of
mergers, with important consequences for the formation and evolution of massive galaxies.
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1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
Understanding how galaxies form and the physics that drive their
evolution has been a long-standing problem in modern astrophysics.
A number of observational tests have recently succeeded in deter-
mining the fundamental cosmological parameters with uncertainties
of only a few per cent, thus effectively removing a large part of the
parameter space in galaxy formation studies. We are left, however,
with the problem of dealing with our ‘ignorance’ of complex phys-
ical processes, which are intertwined in an entangled network of
actions, back-reactions and self-regulations.
Over the past decades, different methods have been developed
to study galaxy formation in a cosmological context. Among these,
semi-analytic models have turned into a flexible and widely used
tool to provide detailed predictions of galaxy properties at different
E-mail: delucia@oats.inaf.it
cosmic epochs. These techniques find their seeds in the pioneering
work by White & Rees (1978), were laid out in a more detailed form
in the early 1990s (Cole 1991; White & Frenk 1991; Kauffmann,
White & Guiderdoni 1993), and have been substantially extended
and refined in the last years by a number of different groups (for a
review, see Baugh 2006). In these models, the evolution of the bary-
onic components is modelled adopting simple yet physical and/or
observationally motivated recipes, coupled in a set of differential
equations that describe the variation in mass as a function of time
of different galactic components (e.g. stars, gas and metals).
While it is relatively easy to compare results from different
models,1 it is more complicated to understand the origin of any
1A number of galaxy catalogues have been made publicly available by var-
ious groups; results from different versions of two of the models used
in this paper are available through a relational data base accessible at
http://www.mpa-garching.mpg.de/millennium/
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difference or similarity between them. This difficulty stems pri-
marily from the fact that different groups adopt different sets of
prescriptions (that are equally reasonable, given our poor under-
standing of the physics at play) and that, as mentioned above, the
final results are given by a combination of these. There are, however,
also a number of more subtle differences that are more ‘technical’ in
nature (e.g. the particular mass definition adopted, the cooling func-
tions used, the use of analytic or numerical merger trees, etc.). The
precise influence on models’ results of at least some of these details
is unclear. For example, it has been shown that the extended Press–
Schechter (EPS) formalism (Bond et al. 1991; Bower 1991) does
not provide an adequate description of the merger trees extracted
directly from numerical simulations (Benson, Kamionkowski &
Hassani 2005; Cole et al. 2008). Although some of these most recent
studies have provided ‘corrections’ to analytic merger trees, many
applications are still carried out using the classical EPS formalism,
and little work has been done to understand to which measure this
affects predictions of galaxy formation models.
In this paper, we compare results from three independently devel-
oped semi-analytic models. Our goal is not to predict or reproduce
any specific observation. Rather our aim is to understand the level
of agreement between different semi-analytic models, with a mini-
mum of assumptions or free parameters. This requires (1) that the
models are implemented on identical merger trees, such that results
can be compared on a case-by-case basis and any differences can be
attributed to specific parametrizations of physical processes and (2)
that a minimum of physical processes are included in the models
in order to avoid possible degeneracies, and to hopefully illuminate
the effects of specific parametrizations or parameter choices.
In this paper, the first requirement has been satisfied by creating a
standard set of halo merger trees extracted from N-body simulations,
and running each model on these trees. The second requirement is
somewhat more demanding as modern semi-analytic models con-
tain treatment of numerous, coupled physical processes. We have
chosen to simplify the models as much as possible by removing all
physics other than gas cooling and galaxy mergers. This allows us
to focus on the influence of different assumptions typically made
to model these two physical processes, which represent two basic
ingredients of any galaxy formation model. Using large samples of
identical haloes, we are able to compare results both in a statistical
fashion and on a halo-by-halo basis.
Previous studies (e.g. Benson et al. 2001; Yoshida et al. 2002;
Helly et al. 2003; Cattaneo et al. 2007) have compared numerical
predictions from stripped-down versions of semi-analytic models
with those from hydrodynamical simulations, to verify whether
these methods provide consistent predictions in the idealized case
in which only gas cooling is included. The general consensus is
that the cooling model usually employed in semi-analytic models
is in good agreement with hydrodynamical simulations that adopt
the same physics. More recent studies focused on object-by-object
comparisons, however, have highlighted a number of important
differences that were ‘hidden’ in the relatively good agreement ob-
tained by previous studies focusing on statistical comparisons (Saro
et al. 2010). A recent study by Viola et al. (2008), in particular, has
shown that the cooling model implemented in MORGANA (one of
the models used in this paper) predicts cooling rates that are sig-
nificantly larger than those predicted from their implementation of
the ‘classical’ cooling model, proposed by White & Frenk (1991).
In addition, Viola et al. have shown that MORGANA provides re-
sults that are in good agreement with those of controlled numerical
experiments of isolated haloes, with hot gas in hydrostatic equi-
librium. While both smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) and
semi-analytic techniques have their own weaknesses, making it un-
clear which of the two (if either) is providing the ‘correct’ answer,
these results appear confusing. It is therefore interesting to study
how the different possible assumptions that can be made to model
the evolution of cooling gas, propagate on predictions from galaxy
formation models.
Modelling of galaxy mergers has not been considered a ma-
jor concern, but different assumptions about merging time-scales
can be made, and these may have important consequences for
the inferred stellar assembly history of massive galaxies, includ-
ing brightest cluster galaxies. In addition, recent work has shown
that the classical dynamical friction formula usually adopted in
semi-analytic models tends to underestimate merging times com-
puted from controlled numerical experiments and high-resolution
cosmological simulations (Boylan-Kolchin, Ma & Quataert 2008,
Jiang et al. 2008). Results from these studies, however, have not yet
converged on the appropriate correction(s) that should be applied
to the classical formula.
In this paper, we will not address the issue of what is the best way
to model galaxy mergers or gas cooling. Instead, we will concen-
trate on the differences due to alternative implementations of these
physical processes, with the aim of understanding their effects in
a full semi-analytic model. We will also explore what these effects
might imply for the importance of other physical processes.
The numerical simulations and merger trees used in this paper
are described in Section 2. In Section 3, we describe in detail how
gas cooling and galaxy mergers are treated in each of the three
models used in this paper. Sections 4 and 5 present our results
for two halo samples. In Section 6, we discuss the influence of
numerical resolution and of different schemes for the construction
of merger trees. Section 7 compares the different implementations
of merger times adopted in the three models considered. Finally,
we summarize and discuss our results, and give our conclusions in
Section 8.
2 TH E S I M U L AT I O N S A N D TH E M E R G E R
TREES
This paper takes advantage of two large high-resolution cosmolog-
ical simulations: the Millennium Simulation (MS; Springel et al.
2005) and the Millennium-II Simulation (MS-II; Boylan-Kolchin
et al. 2009). The MS follows N = 21603 particles of mass 8.6 ×
108 h−1 M, within a comoving box of size 500 h−1 Mpc on a side.
The MS-II follows the evolution of the same number of particles in
a volume that is 125 times smaller than for the MS (100 h−1 Mpc on
a side). The particle mass is correspondingly 125 times smaller than
for the MS (6.9 × 106 h−1 M), allowing haloes similar to those
hosting our Milky Way (MW) to be resolved with hundreds of thou-
sands of particles. For both simulations, the cosmological model is
a Lambda cold dark matter (CDM) model with m = 0.25, b =
0.045, h = 0.73,  = 0.75, n = 1 and σ 8 = 0.9. The Hubble con-
stant is parametrized as H0 = 100 h km s−1 Mpc−1. In order to test
how numerical resolution affects our results, we will also use the
mini-Millennium-II Simulation (mini-MSII; Boylan-Kolchin et al.
2009), which was run using the same initial conditions and volume
as for the MS-II, but at the mass and force resolution as for the
original MS (the number of particles is therefore 4323). The basic
properties of the three simulations used in this paper are summarized
in Table 1.
For each simulation snapshot (64 for the MS, 68 for the MS-II),
group catalogues were constructed using a standard friends-of-
friends (FOF) algorithm, with a linking length of 0.2 in units of the
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Table 1. Some basic properties of the three sim-
ulations used in this study: the side length of the
simulation box (Lbox), the Plummer-equivalent force
softening (), and the particle mass (mp).
Name Lbox  (h−1 kpc) mp (h−1 M)
MS 500 5.0 8.61 × 108
MS-II 100 1.0 6.89 × 106
mini-MSII 100 5.0 8.61 × 108
mean particle separation. Each group was then decomposed into a
set of disjoint substructures using the algorithm SUBFIND (Springel
et al. 2001), which iteratively determines the self-bound subunits
within a FOF group. The most massive of these substructures is often
referred to as the main halo, while this and all other substructures
are all referred to as subhaloes or substructures. Only subhaloes
that retain at least 20 bound particles after a gravitational unbinding
procedure are considered ‘genuine’ subhaloes, and are used to con-
struct merger history trees as explained in detail in Springel et al.
(2005) (see also De Lucia & Blaizot 2007 and Boylan-Kolchin et al.
2009). The subhalo detection limit is therefore set to 2.36 × 1010
and 1.89 × 108 M for the MS and MS-II, respectively. Note that
some FOF haloes do not contain 20 self-bound particles; such FOF
haloes are not included in the merger trees.
The comparison discussed below will focus on two samples of
haloes. The first sample consists of 100 haloes, selected from the
MS-II on the basis of their mass at z = 0, with log M200 between
11.5 and 12.5. Here M200 is in units of h−1 M, and is defined as the
mass within a sphere of density 200 times the critical density of the
Universe at the corresponding redshift.2 We will refer to this sample
as the ‘MW-like’ sample. A second sample of other 100 haloes was
selected from the MS by taking haloes that have a number density
of 10−5 at z ∼ 2, and that end up in massive groups/clusters at z = 0.
The adopted number density is comparable to that of submillimetre
galaxies at z ∼ 2 (Chapman et al. 2004, and references therein). We
will refer to this sample as the ‘SCUBA-like’ sample.
As mentioned above, trees for the MS and MS-II were originally
constructed at the subhalo level. Many semi-analytic models, how-
ever, are based on FOF merger trees. We have therefore constructed
FOF-based merger trees for our halo samples. There are many possi-
ble ways to construct FOF merger trees from subhalo trees. We have
chosen one of the most straightforward methods: since there exists
a one-to-one correspondence between FOF haloes in the subhalo
trees and main subhaloes, we are free to assign the merger history
of a FOF halo to the merger history of its dominant subhalo. We use
this mapping from dominant subhaloes to FOF haloes to directly
link the merger history of dominant subhaloes to the merger history
of their host FOF haloes. So, for example, if dominant subhalo α of
FOF group A has the descendant β in FOF group B, then FOF halo
B is defined to be the descendant of FOF halo A in our FOF trees.
More sophisticated algorithms for constructing FOF trees from
the MS or MS-II subhalo trees exist (e.g. Fakhouri & Ma 2008;
Genel et al. 2008). In particular, these algorithms filter out ‘unphys-
ical’ FOF mergers – for example, those due to chance associations
2The corresponding radius, R200, has been shown to approximately demar-
cate the inner regions of haloes, which are in dynamical equilibrium, from
the outer regions, which are still infalling (Cole & Lacey 1996). In the fol-
lowing, we will refer to this radius as the ‘virial radius’, Rvir. The virial mass
Mvir is the mass contained within the sphere defined by this radius, and the
virial velocity Vvir is the circular velocity at Rvir.
of two FOF haloes for only one snapshot. Each of these algorithms
has different strengths and weaknesses. The primary virtue of the
algorithm we have chosen is its simplicity, and the advantage that
each FOF tree can be easily connected to the corresponding subhalo
tree (we will use subhalo-based merger trees in Section 6).
3 TH E M O D E L S
In this paper, we use three different and independently developed
semi-analytic codes. In the following, we will refer to them as the
Munich model, the Durham model and MORGANA. As explained
above, we have used stripped-down versions of the models that
only include gas cooling and galaxy mergers, so as to focus on a
few specific aspects of the modelling. In addition, all models have
been adapted to run on the merger trees described in Section 2.
In the following, we describe in more details how gas cooling and
galaxy mergers are treated in each of the models used in this paper,
and the changes that were made in order to adapt each code to the
same merger trees.
3.1 The Munich model
The version of the Munich model used in this paper is the one
described in De Lucia & Blaizot (2007), and we refer to the original
paper and references therein for more details.
The rate of gas cooling is computed following the model origi-
nally proposed White & Frenk (1991), and an implementation sim-
ilar to that adopted in Springel et al. (2001). The Munich model
assumes that the hot gas within dark matter haloes follows an
isothermal profile:
ρg(r) = Mhot4πR200r2 .
For each new snapshot, the total amount of hot gas available for
cooling in each halo is estimated as follows:
Mhot = fbMvir −
∑
i
M
(i)
cold, (1)
where the sum extends over all the galaxies in the FOF halo and
f b is the baryon fraction of the Universe, for which we assume the
value 0.017.3 Equation (1) can provide, in a few cases, a negative
number (this occurs typically after important halo mergers). In this
case, the amount of hot gas is set to zero, and no cooling is allowed
in the remnant halo.
The equations driving galaxy evolution are then solved using
20 time-steps between each pair of simulation snapshots. A local
cooling time is defined as the ratio between the specific thermal
energy content of the gas and the cooling rate per unit volume:
tcool(r) = 32
kT ρg(r)
μ¯mpn2e(r)(T ,Z)
. (2)
In the above equation, μ¯mp is the mean particle mass, ne(r) is the
electron density, k is the Boltzmann constant and (T , Z) represents
the cooling rate. The latter is strongly dependent on the virial tem-
perature of the halo and the metallicity of the gas. In the Munich
model, these dependencies are accounted for by using the colli-
sional ionization cooling curves by Sutherland & Dopita (1993).
Since chemical enrichment is switched off in this paper, we only
use the calculation corresponding to ‘primordial’ composition. The
3In this paper, all models assume the same value for the universal baryon
fraction.
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virial temperature of the halo is determined using the hydrostatic
equilibrium equation, and relates the gas temperature to the circular
velocity of the halo:
Tvir = 12
μmH
k
V 2vir or Tvir = 35.9(Vvir/km s−1)2 K,
where mH is the mass of the hydrogen atom and μ is the mean
molecular mass.
A ‘cooling radius’ is then computed as the radius at which the
local cooling time is equal to the halo dynamical time. We note
that in the original work by White & Frenk, the cooling radius was
defined equating the local cooling time to the age of the Universe,
which is about one order of magnitude larger than the halo dynam-
ical time. As discussed in De Lucia, Kauffmann & White (2004b),
the particular choice currently adopted in the Munich model was
motivated by the significant enhancement of cooling rates when
adopting metal dependent cooling functions.
If the cooling radius lies within the virial radius of the halo under
consideration, the gas is assumed to cool quasi-statically, and the
cooling rate is modelled by a simple inflow equation:
dMcool
dt
= 4πρg(rcool)r2cool
drcool
dt
.
At early times, and for low-mass haloes, the formal cooling radius
can be much larger than the virial radius. In this case, the infalling
gas is never expected to come to hydrostatic equilibrium, and the
supply of cold gas for star formation is limited by the infall rate.
In this ‘rapid cooling regime’, we assume that all new diffuse gas
that is accreted on to the halo is immediately made available for star
formation in the central galaxy of the halo under consideration.
In its standard implementation, the Munich model follows explic-
itly dark matter haloes when they are accreted on to larger systems.
This allows the dynamics of satellite galaxies residing in infalling
structures to be properly followed, until their parent dark matter sub-
structures are completely destroyed by tidal truncation and stripping
(e.g. De Lucia et al. 2004a). When this happens, galaxies are as-
signed a residual surviving time that is estimated from the relative
orbit of the two merging objects, at the time of subhalo disruption,
using the following implementation of the Chandrasekhar dynami-
cal friction formula:
τmerge = ffudge 1.17ln df
D2
R2vir
Mmain
Msat
τdyn. (3)
In the above equation, D is the distance between the merging halo
and the centre of the structure on which it is accreted, Rvir is the
virial radius of the accreting halo, Msat is the (dark matter) mass
associated with the merging satellite and Mmain is the (dark matter)
mass of the accreting halo. The dynamical time of the halo, τ dyn, is
given by
τdyn = Rvir
Vvir
=
(
R3vir
GMvir
)1/2
. (4)
Note that with the definition of virial mass adopted here, τ dyn =
0.1/H(z) and it is independent of the halo mass. The Coulomb
logarithm df is taken to be 1 + Mmain/Msat.
For the purposes of this analysis, we have used equation (3) also
for FOF-based merger trees, without adding any additional orbital
dependence, and using Rvir in place of D. As in De Lucia & Blaizot
(2007), we have assumed f fudge = 2. This was originally introduced
to reduce the slight excess of bright galaxies otherwise produced,
and was motivated by some preliminary work by Springel et al.
(2001), who noted that merging times inferred from equation (3)
are typically shorter than those directly measured using higher res-
olution numerical simulations. As mentioned in Section 1, more
recent work has confirmed that the classical dynamical friction for-
mula tends to underestimate merging times (Boylan-Kolchin et al.
2008; Jiang et al. 2008). While these studies have not yet converged
on the proper adjustment(s) to the classical dynamical friction for-
mulation, they suggest that the appropriate correction(s) cannot be
absorbed in a fudge factor in front of equation (3). For example,
while the fudge factor adopted in De Lucia & Blaizot (2007) is in
good agreement with findings from Boylan-Kolchin et al. (2008)
for Msat/Mhost ≈ 0.1, it is significantly lower than that found for
smaller mass ratios.
3.2 The Durham model
The version of the Durham model used in this paper is described in
Bower et al. (2006). For full details on the cooling and merging times
modelling, the reader is referred to Benson et al. (2003) and Cole
et al. (2000). A few small modifications were necessary in order
to make the model run on the merger trees described in Section 2.
These are briefly discussed below.
The hot gaseous component in dark matter haloes is assumed to
have a density profile described by the β model:
ρg(r) = ρ0[1 + (r/rcore)2]3β/2 ,
where ρ0 is the density at the centre of the halo, rcore is the radius
of the core and β is a parameter that sets the slope of the profile at
radii larger than rcore. The model assumes a gas density profile with
rcore = 0.07 Rvir and β = 2/3 for all haloes, in absence of energy
injection (Benson et al. 2003). Since feedback is switched off in this
paper, these are the model parameters adopted for our comparison.
The temperature profile of the gas is assumed to be isothermal at
the virial temperature.
A set of ‘halo formation events’ is defined throughout each merger
tree, and cooling calculations are begun and reset at these formation
events. In particular, each halo with no progenitor is flagged as a
‘formation event’. For all other haloes in the tree, a ‘formation event’
flag is assigned to all those for which their mass is equal to, or larger
than, twice the mass of the halo at the previous formation event in
that branch. For these haloes then, formation events correspond to
halo mass doublings.
At each new snapshot, the mass of gas that falls on to the halo is
given by
Minfall = max
[(
Mvir −
∑
i
Mivir
)
fb, 0.0
]
,
where the sum extends over all the progenitors of the halo under
consideration. Although Minfall is accumulated for each snapshot, it
is only added to the hot gas of the halo at a formation event.
As for the Munich model, the following calculations are then done
using 20 time-steps between each pair of simulation snapshots. A
local cooling time is defined using equation (2), and the metal-free
cooling function computed from CLOUDY v8.0 (Ferland et al. 1998).
A cooling radius is then computed by equating the local cooling
time to the time since the last formation event (the cooling radius
is not allowed to exceed the virial radius). An infall radius is also
computed, as the minimum between the cooling radius and the
free-fall radius (i.e. the radius within which gas has had time to
fall ballistically to the halo centre, assuming that it began at rest
at the previous formation event). The mass of gas infalling on to
the central galaxy during each time-step is finally computed as the
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difference between the hot gas enclosed within the current infall
radius and the mass that was inside the infall radius at the previous
time-step.
Galaxy mergers are treated in a way similar to that done in the
Munich model, with a few differences. When a new halo forms,
each satellite is assumed to enter the halo on a random orbit (the
most massive pre-existing galaxy becomes the central galaxy of
the remnant halo). The dynamical friction formulation adopted in
the Durham model is given in Cole et al. (2000) and reads as
τmerge = ffudge orbit 0.3722ln df
Mmain
Msat
τdyn, (5)
where Mhalo is the mass of the halo in which the satellite orbits, and
Msat is the mass of the satellite galaxy including the mass of the
dark matter halo in which it formed. The Coulomb logarithm df is
taken to be Mhalo/Msat. The orbital dependence is contained in orbit,
modelled as a lognormal distribution with mean 〈log orbit〉=−0.14
and dispersion 〈(log orbit − 〈log orbit〉)2〉1/2 = 0.26. Bower et al.
(2006), and the stripped-down version used in this paper, assume
the value 1.5 for the dimensionless parameter f fudge. Merger times
are reset at each formation event, re-extracting orbital parameters
for each satellite.
3.3 MORGANA
All details about the modelling of gas cooling and galaxy merg-
ers adopted in MORGANA can be found in Monaco, Fontanot &
Taffoni (2007), and we refer to this paper for full details. We note
that in its original formulation, MORGANA uses merger trees ob-
tained using PINOCCHIO (Monaco et al. 2002). This algorithm, based
on Lagrangian perturbation theory, has been shown to provide mass
assembly histories of dark matter haloes that are in excellent agree-
ment with results from numerical simulations (Li et al. 2007). For
the purposes of this paper, we have adapted MORGANA to run on
the numerical merger trees described in Section 2. This required
some small modifications that are described in the following. We
note that PINOCCHIO does not provide information on dark matter
substructures, so MORGANA is essentially based on FOF merger
trees.
The hot halo phase is assumed to be spherical, in hydrostatic
equilibrium in a NFW halo, described by a polytropic equation of
state with index γ p = 1.15, and is assumed to fill the volume
between the cooling radius and the virial radius of the halo, where it
is pressure balanced. The equilibrium configuration of the hot halo
gas is computed at each time-step, assuming that the gas re-adjusts
quasi-statically to the new equilibrium configuration, in absence of
major mergers. Under these assumptions, one obtains
ρg(r) = ρg0
{
1 − a
[
1 − ln(1 + cnfwx)
cnfw
]}1/(γp−1)
and
Tg(r) = Tg0
{
1 − a
[
1 − ln(1 + cnfwx)
cnfw
]}
,
where
a = 3(γp − 1)
η0γp
[
cnfw(1 + cnfw)
(1 + cnfw) ln(1 + cnfw) − cnfw
]
.
In the above equations, cnfw = rhalo/rs and x = r/rs, where rs is
the scale radius of the NFW halo. The constants ρg0 and Tg0 are
defined as the extrapolations to r = 0 of the density and tempera-
ture profile, while η0 is the extrapolation to r = 0 of the function
η(r) = Tg(r)/Tvir. The halo virial temperature Tvir is defined as
1/3μmHV2vir/k.
At each new snapshot, the mass of gas that falls on to the halo is
computed as
Minfall = fb max
[
Mvir −
(∑
i
Mi + Mmaxvir
)
, 0.0
]
,
where the sum extends over all progenitors of the halo that are not
its main progenitor, and Mmaxvir is the maximum virial mass of the
main progenitor, considering all previous snapshots. The infall rate
of new gas is assumed to be constant over the time interval between
each pair of simulation snapshots. The following equations are then
solved using a Runge–Kutta integrator with adaptive time-steps.
The cooling rate of a shell of gas of width r, at a radius r, is
computed as

(
dMcool(r)
dt
)
= 4πr
2ρg(r)r
tcool(r)
,
where tcool is the local cooling time, computed as in equation (2).
As in the Munich model, cooling rates are computed using the col-
lisional ionization cooling curves by Sutherland & Dopita (1993),
with primordial composition. The mass deposition rate is then com-
puted by summing up the contributions from all mass shells. The
summation is carried out by taking into account the radial depen-
dence of the gas density, and provides the following total mass
deposition rate:
dMcool
dt
= 4πr
3
s ρg0
tcool,0
∫ cnfw
rcool/rs
{
1 − a
[
1 − ln(1 + t)
t
]}2/(γp−1)
t2 dt,
where tcool,0 is computed using the central density ρg0 and the tem-
perature of the gas at rcool.
Finally, by equating the mass cooled in a time interval dt with the
mass contained in a shell dr, one obtains the evolution of the cooling
radius, which is treated as a dynamical variable in this model:
drcool
dt
= dMcool/dt
4πρg(rcool)r2cool
− cs,
where cs is the sound speed computed at rcool, and is added to the
right-hand side of the above equation to allow the ‘cooling hole’ to
close at the sound speed.
The cooling calculation is started when a halo appears for the
first time, with rcool = 0.001rs, and is reset after any halo major
merger (Msat/Mmain > 0.2). Finally, cooled gas is incorporated on
to the central galaxy at the following rate:
dMcold
dt
= Mcooled
ndynτdyn(rcool)
,
where ndyn is treated as a free parameter (0.3 in the standard
MORGANA model) and represents the number of dynamical times,
computed at the cooling radius, required for the cooled gas to be
incorporated on to the central galaxy. In the comparison discussed
below, the above delay in the incorporation of the cooled gas is
neglected.
When a halo is accreted on a larger structure, orbital parameters
are extracted randomly from suitable distributions that are based on
results from numerical simulations. In particular, the eccentricity
of the orbit ( = J/Jc, where J is the initial angular momentum of
the orbit and Jc is the angular momentum of a circular orbit with
the same energy) is extracted from a Gaussian with mean 0.7 and
variance 0.2, while the energy of the orbit (xc = rc/rh, where rh is
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the halo radius and rc is the radius of a circular orbit with the same
energy) is assumed to be 0.5 for all orbits. To model galaxy mergers,
Monaco et al. (2007) use a slight update of the formulae provided
by Taffoni et al. (2003), which take into account dynamical friction,
mass-loss by tidal stripping, tidal disruption of subhaloes and tidal
shocks. Galaxy merger times are computed interpolating between
the case for a ‘live satellite’ (the object is subject to significant
mass-losses) and that of a ‘rigid’ satellite (no mass-loss):
τmerge,live = τdyn
fsat
(
ξ1f
0.12
sat + ξ2f 2sat
)
× (0.25 f −6nfw + 0.07fnfw + 1.123) [0.4 + ξ3( − 0.2)]
τmerge,rigid = 0.46 τdyn
fsat
(1.7265 + 0.0416 cnfw) x
1.5
c
ln df
. (6)
In the above equations, f sat = Msat/Mvir and f nfw = csat/cnfw. Msat and
csat are the corresponding virial quantities for the satellite halo, and
ξ i are polynomial functions of xc, whose expressions can be found
in appendix A of Monaco et al. (2007). The Coulomb logarithm is
given by df = 1 + 1/f sat. Merger times are reset after each halo
major merger, re-extracting orbital parameters for each satellite
galaxy.
3.4 Model differences and similarities
The previous sections illustrate that the implementations of gas
cooling and galaxy mergers in the three models used in this paper
differ in a number of details. Both the Durham and the Munich
models adopt variations of the original cooling model proposed
by White & Frenk (1991), but they use different gas profiles, and
different definitions of the ‘cooling time’ (used to calculate the
cooling radius). In addition, the cooling calculation is reset in the
Durham model at each ‘formation event’, and the Munich model
assumes very efficient cooling in the rapid cooling regime. Finally,
cosmological infall of gas on to the halo occurs at a constant rate
between each pair of snapshots in the Munich model, while it occurs
at formation events for the Durham model. A cored density profile,
like the one adopted in the Durham model, is expected to give lower
cooling rates than an isothermal profile. It is not clear, however, how
this naive expectation is affected by the other different assumptions
discussed above.
The adopted modelling for merger times is also very similar in
the Durham and Munich models, as well as for the ‘rigid’ case in the
MORGANA model. Indeed, by comparing equations (3), (5) and (6)
with D = Rvir in the Munich model, orbit = 1 in the Durham model
and cNFW = 10 in (the rigid version of) MORGANA, the implemen-
tations differ only in the numerical pre-factor (Munich: 1.17 f fudge;
Durham: 0.3722 f fudge and MORGANA: 0.348) and in the imple-
mentation of the Coulomb logarithm. (The full ‘live’ version of
dynamical friction in MORGANA is somewhat more complicated.)
MORGANA differs significantly from the Durham and the
Munich models, both in its gas cooling and merger time implemen-
tations. As explained above, in the Durham and Munich models
the cooling radius is computed by equating the local cooling time
(equation 2) to some given time (the halo dynamical time in the
Munich model and the time since the last formation event in the
Durham model). MORGANA computes the cooling rate at each
mass shell, integrates over the contribution of all shells and follows
the evolution of the cooling radius by assuming that the transition
from the hot to the cold phase is fast enough to create a sharp edge
in the density profile of the hot gas. The cooling radius ‘closes’ at
the sound speed.
As mentioned in Section 1, Viola et al. (2008) have shown that
results from this model are in good agreement with controlled
hydrodynamical simulations of isolated haloes, with hot gas in
hydrostatic equilibrium in a NFW halo. Viola et al. have also
shown that their implementation of the classical model underpre-
dicts the amount of gas cooling with respect to the model adopted in
MORGANA, particularly at early times. Their implementation of
the ‘classical’ model differs in detail from those adopted in the
Munich and Durham models, however. In addition, it is unclear that
results obtained from their controlled simulations should remain
valid when using cosmologically motivated halo merger histories,
as done in this paper. The formulation adopted to model dynamical
friction in MORGANA is based on controlled simulations and an-
alytic models, and takes into account dynamical friction, mass-loss
by tidal stripping, tidal disruption of subhaloes and tidal shocks.
Since the other two models treat satellites as rigid systems, they
are expected to provide somewhat shorter merger times. We will
come back to a more detailed comparison between the adopted
formulations in Section 7.
MORGANA and the Munich model compute cooling rates using
results by Sutherland & Dopita (1993), while the Durham model
adopts updated rates computed using CLOUDY. We have verified
that the metal-free cooling function computed using CLOUDY does
not differ significantly from the primordial cooling function from
Sutherland & Dopita (1993). It should be noted, however, that this
is not the case for non-zero metallicities, where the Sutherland &
Dopita calculation tends to overestimate the cooling rates computed
using CLOUDY.
Finally, we note that in all three models used in this paper, gas
cooling occurs only on central galaxies. When galaxies are accreted
on to a more massive system, their hot reservoir is assumed to be
instantaneously stripped and associated with the parent halo of the
remnant central galaxy.
4 MI L K Y WAY H A L O E S
In this section we will analyse results of the three models described
above for a sample of MW-like haloes. As discussed in Section 2,
these haloes have been selected only on the basis of their present
virial mass, with no additional constraint on their merger history
or isolation. An in-depth analysis of the full sample of MW-mass
haloes in the MS-II (comprising over 7600 haloes) is presented in
Boylan-Kolchin et al. (2010).
Fig. 1 shows the dark matter mass scaled by the universal baryon
fraction (top panel), the evolution of the cold gas (second panels
from top) and hot gas (third panels from top) components associated
with the central galaxy and the cooling rate (bottom panels) for two
MW-like haloes. The cold and hot components have been normal-
ized by the dark matter mass of the parent halo, which is the same
in all three models by construction. Red, green and blue lines show
results from the Durham, Munich and MORGANA models, respec-
tively. The haloes chosen for this figure provide two representative
examples for a MW halo with a rather quiet mass accretion history
(left-hand panels) and one with a larger number of massive mergers
(right-hand panels). To avoid complications arising from a different
treatment of merging times, the evolution of the cold gas content is
shown for both tmrg = ∞ (solid lines) and tmrg = 0 (dashed lines).
The amount of hot gas associated with the central galaxy, as well as
the cooling rate, are not affected by the particular merging model
adopted, because the hot gas associated with galaxies falling on to
a larger system (i.e. becoming satellites) is instantaneously stripped
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and associated with the hot gas component of the main halo, in all
three models.
Fig. 1 shows a quite good degree of agreement between the three
models used in this paper. At high redshift, when the halo is in
a rapid accretion regime, a large fraction of its baryonic mass is
converted into cold gas in the Munich model and in MORGANA,
while cooling appears to be less efficient in this regime in the
Durham model. By redshift ∼7–9, all models converge to about
Figure 1. From top to bottom: dark matter, cold gas, hot gas and gas cooling rate for two MW-like haloes. Only quantities associated with the central galaxy
and its main progenitors are plotted. Red lines show results from the Durham model, green lines show results from the Munich model and blue lines are for
MORGANA. Solid and dashed lines in the second panels from the top show results for the tmrg = ∞ and tmrg = 0 runs, respectively. The haloes shown in this
figure provide two representative examples for a halo with a rather quiet mass accretion history (left-hand panels) and a halo with a larger number of massive
mergers (right-hand panels).
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the same cold gas and hot gas fractions. At lower redshift, the
evolution of both components is very similar, with small differences
between different models at present (see below). As expected, the
evolution of both baryonic components is more noisy for the halo
whose mass accretion history is characterized by a larger number of
important mergers. In particular, the Durham model shows a quite
noisy behaviour in the hot gas evolution, which is due to the fact
that gas infalling on to the halo is added to the hot gas component
only at ‘formation events’ (see Section 3). For the halo shown in the
right-hand panels, the differences between the amounts of cold and
hot gas predicted by the three models are somewhat larger than for
the halo with a smoother accretion history shown in the left-hand
panels, and differences appear to accumulate at each merger event.
The predicted cooling rates are very noisy for all three models
used in this paper, and in both examples shown in Fig. 1. In these,
the highest cooling rates are obtained in the Durham model and are
of the order of ∼1.8 × 1010 M Gyr−1. In a number of the other
haloes in the MW sample, cooling rates as high as about twice
this value are obtained, and there is some tendency for the Durham
model to provide the noisiest behaviour, in particular at very low
redshift (z < 0.5). Overall, however, the evolution of the cooling
rates predicted by the three models is quite similar.
In order to study any systematics in the evolution predicted by
the three models used in this paper, we have run each code on
the total sample of 100 MW-like haloes. Fig. 2 shows the average
evolution of the cold (left-hand panel) and hot (middle panel) gas
components associated with the central galaxy and the cooling rate
(right-hand panel). In the left-hand panel, solid and dashed lines cor-
respond to the tmrg = ∞ and tmrg = 0 runs, respectively. Red, green
and blue lines show again results from the Durham, Munich and
MORGANA models, respectively. The fraction of cold gas associ-
ated with the central galaxy rises steeply in all models and at pro-
gressively decreasing redshift for the Munich model, MORGANA
and the Durham model. The later evolution of this component is
very similar in all three models when merger times are set to zero,
with a slight tendency for the Munich model to predict the largest
cold gas fraction and the lowest hot gas fraction at present (see be-
low). When merger times are set to ∞, the Munich model predicts
the highest cold gas fractions at early times and the lowest cold
gas fractions at low redshift. MORGANA has a similar behaviour
but the cold gas fraction rises slightly later than in the Munich
model at early times, and is slightly larger than that predicted by the
Munich model at late times. Finally, in the Durham model, the cold
gas fraction starts rising at z ∼ 15, reaches values of ∼0.09 at z ∼
10, and stays almost constant down to z = 0. The evolution of the
hot gas fraction reflects that of the cold component at high redshift,
with the Durham model predicting the largest hot gas fractions, due
to a less efficient cooling with respect to the other two models.
At z < 4, the Durham model is on average still slightly above the
predictions from the Munich model and from MORGANA. On av-
erage, the Durham model predicts the highest cooling rates in the
redshift interval 2–4. Predictions from the Munich model and from
MORGANA are very similar, with a broad peak over the same
redshift interval, and with a rapid decline at z < 2.
Fig. 3 shows the amount of cold (left-hand panels for tmrg = 0
and middle panels for tmrg = ∞) and hot gas (right-hand panels) for
all MW-like haloes in our sample, at z = 0. Top and bottom pan-
els compare the Durham model and MORGANA with the Munich
model, respectively. The agreement between the Munich model and
MORGANA is very good for the predicted cold gas, particularly
when zero merging times are adopted, with only a very slight
tendency for MORGANA to predict a smaller gas content with
respect to the Munich model. When suppressing galaxy mergers
(tmrg = ∞), the agreement is still good, but the scatter is much
larger and there is a systematic trend for larger cold gas amounts in
MORGANA. The examples discussed above suggest that this might
be due to a different treatment of the rapid accretion regime in these
two models. The same systematic trend is visible for the hot gas
content (right-hand panel), which is always larger in MORGANA
than in the Munich model. The trends are similar with the systemat-
ics being slightly stronger in the top panels that compare prediction
from the Durham model to those from the Munich model. This fig-
ure demonstrates that all three models used in this paper provide
very similar predictions at present, but that there are some residual
systematic trends at late times, and the evolution at high redshift is
quite different (see Figs 1 and 2).
5 SC U BA H A L O E S
In order to investigate how the level of agreement between dif-
ferent models discussed in the previous section depends on halo
mass, we have complemented our MW-like sample with a sam-
ple of SCUBA-like haloes. As discussed in Section 2, these have
been selected as haloes with a number density of 10−5 at z ∼ 2
and with a relatively massive descendant at z = 0 (M200 = 7.8 ×
1013–1.3 × 1015 M). Our decision to use a SCUBA-like sample
has been partially motivated by previous claims that MORGANA
provides a good agreement with the observed redshift distribution
Figure 2. From left- to right-hand panels: cold gas, hot gas and gas cooling between two subsequent snapshots. Each line shows the average computed over
100 MW-like haloes. Solid and dashed lines in the left-hand panels show results for the tmrg = ∞ and tmrg = 0 runs, respectively. Colour coding is as in Fig. 1.
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Figure 3. Cold gas for the tmrg = 0 case (left-hand panels), cold gas for the tmrg = ∞ case (middle panels) and hot gas (right-hand panels) associated with the
central galaxy for the MW sample. Top panels show results obtained by the Durham code against those from the Munich model. Bottom panels show results
by the MORGANA code against those from the Munich model. The dashed line is the one-to-one relation and is plotted to guide the eye.
and number counts of 850-μm sources because the adopted cooling
model predicts significantly larger cooling rates with respect to the
‘classical’ cooling model (Fontanot et al. 2007; Viola et al. 2008).
At this mass scale, we therefore expect significant differences be-
tween predictions from MORGANA and those from the Munich
and Durham models that both adopt different implementations of
the classical model.
Fig. 4 shows the evolution of the cold and hot components (sec-
ond and third panels from the top) normalized to the parent halo
dark matter mass, and of the cooling rates for two examples from
our SCUBA sample. As for Fig. 1, these two examples have been
chosen as representative for a halo with a rather quiet mass accretion
history (left-hand panels), and one with a larger number of impor-
tant mergers (right-hand panels). The dark matter mass accretion
histories of the haloes under consideration are shown in the top
panels. Contrary to what expected, predictions from MORGANA
appear to be very close to those from the Munich model, while
the Durham model deviates most from the other two, predicting
systematically lower cold gas fractions at late times. The system-
atics are stronger when satellite galaxies are allowed to survive as
independent entities down to z = 0 (tmrg = ∞).
The bottom panels of Fig. 4 show that the Durham model predicts
much lower cooling rates than the Munich model and MORGANA,
below z ∼ 4. Over this redshift range, both the Munich model
and MORGANA provide cooling rates as high as ∼80–100 ×
1010 M Gyr−1 in the two examples shown; values about twice
(or more) as high are obtained in a number of the other haloes from
the SCUBA sample. The behaviour predicted by the Munich model
for these haloes appears to be somewhat noisier than that predicted
by MORGANA, with cooling rates that are not, however, signif-
icantly lower. At the highest redshifts probed by the merger trees
at disposal, the hot gas fraction predicted by the Munich model
is lower than the corresponding value predicted by the Durham
model and MORGANA. As noted in the previous section, this re-
sults from a very efficient cooling in the rapid accretion regime, as
treated by the Munich model. The evolution of the hot gas fraction
is then very similar in all three models, down to z ∼ 2. At redshift
lower than this, the Munich model and MORGANA still provide
reasonably close results, while the Durham model is systematically
higher.
The differences discussed above are clearly visible in Fig. 5,
which shows the average evolution of the cold (left-hand panel)
and hot (middle panel) gas fractions associated with the central
galaxy, and the cooling rates, computed using all 100 haloes in
the SCUBA sample. As in previous figures, solid and dashed lines
in the left-hand panel correspond to the tmrg = ∞ and tmrg = 0
runs, respectively. When satellite galaxies are merged immediately
after their accretion, the cold gas fractions predicted by the Munich
model and MORGANA are very similar at all redshifts, while the
Durham model tends to predict larger cold gas fractions at high
redshift and lower fractions at z < 2. When satellite mergers are
suppressed (i.e. satellite galaxies survive as independent entities,
keeping the cold gas associated with them before accretion), the
Durham model predicts significantly lower cold gas fractions than
the Munich model and MORGANA. This is due to the significantly
lower cooling rates predicted by the Durham model, as can be seen in
the right-hand panel of Fig. 5. This panel shows that, on average, the
Munich model predicts the highest cooling rates on this mass scale,
while predictions from MORGANA are intermediate between the
Munich and Durham models. The middle panel of Fig. 5 shows the
evolution of the hot gas fraction, normalized by the corresponding
dark matter mass. It shows that, as noted for the MW-like haloes, the
cooling efficiency at high redshift is highest in the Munich model.
This produces the rapid increase of cold gas visible in the left-hand
panel, and is due to a different treatment of the rapid cooling regime
in this model. At z < 2, the Durham model predicts the largest hot
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Figure 4. Same as in Fig. 1, but for two SCUBA-like haloes.
gas fraction and the Munich model the lowest, with MORGANA
again providing intermediate results.
The amount of cold and hot gas for all haloes in our SCUBA
sample at present are shown in Fig. 6, which compares predic-
tions from Durham model and MORGANA with results from
the Munich model. From this figure, it is clear that there is a
systematic trend for both the Durham model (top panel) and
MORGANA (bottom panels) to predict lower cold gas fractions
and higher hot gas fractions with respect to the Munich model.
The systematic differences with respect to the Munich model are
stronger for the Durham model than for MORGANA, and be-
come larger in both models when galaxy mergers are suppressed.
As shown above, this is due to systematic differences in cooling
rates, which appear to be more significant for this mass scale
than for MW-like haloes (compare right-hand panels in Figs 5
and 2).
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Figure 5. Same as in Fig. 2, but for the SCUBA sample.
Figure 6. Same as in Fig. 3, but for the SCUBA sample. The dashed line is the one-to-one relation and is plotted to guide the eye.
6 N U M E R I C A L R E S O L U T I O N
A N D S U B H A L O SC H E M E S
In order to study how the results discussed in previous sections
are affected by numerical resolution, we have taken advantage of
the mini-MSII. As explained in Section 2, this simulation has been
run with the same initial conditions of the MS-II, but lower force
and mass resolution (the same as for the MS). We have identified
the same haloes used in our MW sample and run each model on
the corresponding merger trees. Haloes were matched across the
two simulations by finding, at z = 0, all FOF groups in the mini-
MSII within a distance of 1 Mpc h−1 of the coordinates of the target
haloes from the MS-II.4 For each halo in the original MW sample,
the matched halo is found from this subset of haloes, as the one that
4This search radius is a factor of ∼7 smaller than the typical separation
between 1012 h−1 M haloes.
minimizes the absolute value of Mvir(mini-MSII)/Mvir(MS-II) − 1.
We find that the matched halo lies within 100 kpc h−1 of the target
halo in more than 90 per cent of the cases. In 76 per cent of the
cases, the present virial masses differ by less than 10 per cent, while
in 95 per cent of the cases matched haloes have virial masses that
differ by less than 20 per cent at present.
Fig. 7 shows the mass accretion histories of two MW-like haloes
as obtained from the MS-II (solid lines) and from the mini-MSII
(dashed lines). As for previous figures, mass accretion histories have
been constructed by connecting each halo to its main progenitor
(i.e. the most massive) at each node of the tree. At mini-MSII
resolution, it is not possible to follow the evolution of these haloes
past z ∼ 7–9, while the first progenitors of the MW-like haloes
under consideration are identified at z ∼ 14–15 at the resolution of
the MS-II. Over the redshift range where haloes are identified in
both simulations, the mass accretion histories extracted from the MS
and mini-MSII are in quite good agreement. Most of the differences
discussed below should then be ascribed to the ability to follow the
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Figure 7. Mass accretion history of two of the haloes from the MW-like
sample used in this paper, at two different resolution levels. Solid lines show
the histories constructed using the MS-II simulation, while dashed lines
show the corresponding histories from the mini-MSII.
evolution of the parent dark matter haloes up to higher redshift in
the higher resolution simulation.
Figs 8 and 9 show the evolution of the cold and hot gas fractions
(top and middle panels, respectively) and the cooling rates (bottom
panels) for the two examples whose mass accretion histories are
shown in Fig. 7. In these figures, solid lines show the predictions
from the Durham, Munich and MORGANA models obtained using
the higher resolution trees from the MS-II, while dashed lines show
predictions from the lowest resolution simulations. For clarity, we
have only shown the cold gas fractions obtained when merger times
are set to infinity. Although the overall behaviour of cooling rates is
similar in the two resolution runs, particularly at low redshift, it is
clear from these figures that none of the models used in this paper
achieves a very good convergence. The bottom panels of Figs 8 and
9 show that at halo appearance in the lowest resolution simulation,
all three models generally predict a much larger cooling rate than
obtained in the highest resolution simulation, mainly because of
the assignment of a total amount of hot gas equal to f bMvir at
halo appearance. The cooling rates adjust rapidly at approximately
the levels predicted in the highest resolution simulation, but are
always somewhat larger than the higher resolution predictions. As a
consequence, cold gas fractions predicted using the lower resolution
trees are generally higher than those obtained when using the higher
resolution trees.
In its standard implementation, the Munich model employed in
this paper runs on subhalo-based merger trees, rather than on FOF-
based trees like those that we have used in previous sections. It
is then interesting to ask how much results discussed above are
affected by the use of a different scheme for the construction of
the input merger trees. To address this question, we have run the
Munich model on all the subhalo trees corresponding to the FOF
trees in both the MW and SCUBA samples discussed in Section 2.
We remind the reader that the subhalo-based merger trees for the MS
and MS-II were constructed by Springel et al. (2005) and Boylan-
Kolchin et al. (2009) as summarized in Section 2, and that they are
publicly available.
Figs 10 and 11 show the evolution of the cold gas fraction (top
panels), hot gas fraction (middle panels) and cooling rates (bottom
panels) of the same MW- and SCUBA-like examples shown in
Figs 1 and 4. In these figures, green lines correspond to results from
the FOF-based trees (and are therefore equivalent to the results
from the Munich model shown in Figs 1 and 4), while black lines
show the corresponding results based on subhalo-based merger trees
(red lines in Fig. 11 will be discussed in Section 8 and can be ignored
for now).
These figures show that predictions obtained using the FOF-
based trees are in quite nice agreement with those obtained using
the subhalo-based trees. For MW-like haloes, there is some tendency
for the FOF-based trees to provide lower cold and hot gas fractions
with respect to results from subhalo-based trees. For the SCUBA
haloes, the cold gas fractions predicted from the two schemes are
very similar over all the redshift range where it is possible to trace
the main progenitor of the haloes under consideration. At z < 2, the
hot gas fraction predicted using the FOF-based trees is only slightly
lower than results obtained using the standard (for the Munich
model) subhalo scheme.
The bottom panels of Figs 10 and 11 show that the cooling rates
obtained using the two different schemes are very close, particularly
at high redshift. Some small differences are, however, visible. These
arise from different halo merger times due to the subhalo scheme ex-
plicitly following haloes once they are accreted on to more massive
systems. We recall that in the standard Munich model, a residual
merging time (given by equation 3) is assigned to satellite galaxies
only when the dark matter substructures fall below the resolution
limit of the simulation. We have kept this assumption in the exam-
ples shown here so that the tmrg = 0 case corresponds to galaxies
merging at the time their parent subhaloes are tidally stripped at
the resolution limit of the simulation, rather than instantaneously
merging at the time their parent haloes become proper substruc-
tures. That is why the two dashed lines shown in the top panels of
Figs 10 and 11 follow a different evolution. As we have explained
in Section 3, in this model the amount of gas available for cooling
is computed at the beginning of each snapshot by assuming baryon
conservation (see equation 1). Since then some cold gas is retained
in distinct satellites for some time in the subhalo scheme, this leads
to a different amount of gas available for cooling, and to the dif-
ferences discussed above. It is interesting, however, that despite the
delay due to the identification of dark matter substructures, the hot
and cold gas fractions predicted by the two schemes, as well as
the predicted cooling rates, do not differ dramatically. The differ-
ences between the two schemes become more important at lower
redshift, but are in all cases smaller than those obtained from al-
ternative modelling schemes (see Sections 4 and 5). This suggests
that tidal stripping and truncation are very efficient in reducing the
high-redshift substructures below the resolution limit of the simu-
lation, while dark matter subhaloes survive longer as independent
entities at lower redshift. This is expected, due to the increase of
dynamical times at later times (see also fig. 4 in Weinmann et al.
2010).
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Figure 8. Evolution of the cold gas content (top panels), hot gas (middle panels) and the cooling rates (bottom lines) for one of the MW-like haloes used in
this sample, at two different resolution levels. In each panel, solid lines show the evolution computed using the merger trees extracted from the MS-II, while
dashed lines correspond to merger trees from mini-MSII. Left-hand, middle and right-hand panels show results from the Durham, Munich and MORGANA
models, respectively. The mass accretion history of this halo is shown in the top panel of Fig. 7.
7 MER G ER S
In this section, we compare the different implementations of galaxy
mergers adopted in the three models used in this paper. To this
aim, we have identified all satellites that are present in each pair of
models5 and that are assigned merger times that are lower than the
Hubble time. As a reminder, merger times in the Durham model
and in MORGANA are re-assigned after a new formation event, or
halo major merger. For the comparison discussed below, we have
always considered the last assignments in these two models.
Fig. 12 compares the distributions of merging times in all three
models used in this paper. Top panels are for satellites of the MW-
like haloes, while bottom panels are for SCUBA-like haloes. There
is no significant difference between the two samples, but a much
5Due to a different treatment of the rapid cooling regime, there are haloes
that host a galaxy in one model and not in another. These ‘unpaired galaxies’
are excluded in the analysis presented here.
larger number of satellites for the SCUBA haloes. Fig. 12 shows that
a fraction of model satellites distribute along the one-to-one relation
when comparing the merger times assigned in the Durham model
with those obtained from the Munich model (left-hand panels). The
scatter is, however, very large, with a large number of satellites
merging within relatively short times in the Munich model and
getting a much longer merger time in the Durham model, and vice
versa. The correlation between the Munich model and MORGANA
is much tighter (middle panels in Fig. 12), but there is a clear offset
indicating that model satellites in MORGANA have merger times
that are systematically lower than the corresponding times from
the Munich model. Finally, when comparing the Durham model
and MORGANA (right-hand panels), all satellites fall below the
one-to-one relation with a quite large scatter, and there is a large
concentration of galaxies that merge within ∼5 Gyr in the Durham
model and within ∼0.6 Gyr in MORGANA.
At least part of the scatter in Fig. 12 is due to the random extraction
of orbital parameters in the Durham and MORGANA models. To
show a ‘cleaner’ comparison, we have rerun both models neglecting
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Figure 9. As in Fig. 8. The mass accretion history of this halo is shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 7.
the orbital dependency. In the Durham model, this has been achieved
by setting orbit = 1, while in MORGANA only circular orbits have
been considered, with orbital energy set to 0.5 (see Section 3.3).
Results are shown in Fig. 13. As expected, the scatter is reduced
in all panels. A larger fraction of model satellites distribute along
the one-to-one relation in the left-hand panels. There is, however,
still a significant fraction of satellites that get longer merger times
in the Durham model than in the Munich model. As discussed
in Section 3.4, the dynamical friction formulations adopted in the
Munich and Durham models differ by the assumptions made for
the Coulomb logarithm, and for a different numerical pre-factor.
All differences visible in the left-hand panels of Fig. 13 are due
to these different assumptions, and to the re-assignment of merger
times after each formation event (see below).
There is still a strong correlation between the merger times
assigned in MORGANA and in the Munich model, with an
offset towards lower merger times in MORGANA. Neglect-
ing the orbital dependency, the offset reduces at long merger
times. The correlation between MORGANA and the Durham
model is still quite bad, with a large fraction of satellites that
merge within 0.6 Gyr in MORGANA and that are assigned
merger times that are about 10 times longer in the Durham
model.
The results discussed above can be understood by comparing
equations (3), (5) and (6). This is done in Fig. 14, which shows
the merger times obtained using these different formulations, for
different mass ratios. In this figure, we have neglected the orbital
dependencies and have assumed that halo concentration (this enters
the equations adopted in MORGANA) varies as a function of mass
according to equation (4) in Neto et al. (2007). The figure shows
clearly that the Munich and Durham implementations differ by a
scaling factor but for Msat/Mmain ≥ 0.1, due to a different assump-
tion about the Coulomb logarithm: the dotted line in Fig. 14 has
been obtained from the long-dashed line by changing the assump-
tion for the Coulomb logarithm to df = 1 + Mmain/Msat, as in the
Munich model. The recalculation of merger times after each forma-
tion event or major merger apparently does not affect significantly
the expected disagreement. It should be noted that in Figs 12 and
13, we have only used satellite galaxies with merger times lower
than the Hubble times. These figures are therefore dominated by
mergers with Msat/Mmain ≥ 0.1. In this regime, the MORGANA
model is offset low with respect to the Munich model. It also
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Figure 10. From top to bottom: cold gas fraction, hot gas fraction and gas cooling rate for the same MW-like haloes shown in Fig. 1. Solid and dashed lines
in the top panels show results for the tmrg = ∞ and tmrg = 0 runs, respectively. Black and green lines correspond to subhalo- and FOF-based merger trees,
respectively.
predicts systematically lower merger times with respect to the
Durham model but in this case the offset is not linear as a func-
tion of the mass ratio. In Fig. 14, we have also shown the fitting
formula provided by Boylan-Kolchin et al. (2008), with no orbital
dependency and for circular orbits. As noted earlier, the adoption
of a simple fudge factor does not suffice to bring the formulation
adopted in the Munich model in agreement with the new fitting
formula proposed by Boylan-Kolchin et al.
8 SUM M A RY A ND DISCUSSION
In this paper we have compared results from three independently
developed semi-analytic models, and we have focused on alter-
native implementations of gas cooling and galaxy mergers. Our
model comparison is carried out using two large samples of identical
merger trees, which allows us to compare results on a case-by-case
basis and to focus on differences due to different model assump-
tions and parametrizations. In particular, we have constructed two
FOF-based merger tree samples. One is a set of 100 haloes from
the MS-II with redshift zero dark matter halo masses similar to
that of the MW (MW-like haloes), while the other consists of 100
haloes from the MS with a number density similar to that mea-
sured for SCUBA galaxies at z ∼ 2 (SCUBA-like haloes). By using
stripped-down versions of the models, we are able to avoid possi-
ble degeneracies and complications due to a different treatment of
various physical processes and to concentrate on the influence of
specific assumptions and/or parametrizations. As explained above,
we have chosen to include only the processes of gas cooling and
galaxy mergers. In the following, we summarize briefly the results
obtained and discuss them.
8.1 Gas cooling
Our results show that the different assumptions adopted about gas
cooling lead to very similar results on mass scales similar to those
of our own Galaxy, and to a generally good statistical agreement.
Important differences arise, however, on larger mass scales.
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Figure 11. From top to bottom: cold gas fraction, hot gas fraction and gas cooling rate for the same SCUBA haloes shown in Fig. 4. Solid and dashed lines in
the top panels show results for tmrg = ∞ and tmrg = 0, respectively. Black and green lines correspond to subhalo- and FOF-based merger trees, while red lines
correspond to the outputs from the Durham model, with darker lines showing results obtained assuming an isothermal profile for the hot gas.
Two of the models used in this paper (the Munich and Durham
models) assume variations of the cooling model originally proposed
by White & Frenk (1991). The other model used here (MORGANA)
adopts a more sophisticated model and, on the basis of previous pub-
lished results (Viola et al. 2008), was expected to provide system-
atically higher cooling rates for our SCUBA-like haloes. Contrary
to this naive expectation, however, results from the Munich model
and from MORGANA are very similar for this mass scale, while
the Durham model gives systematically lower cooling rates. These
results appear to be in contradiction with previously published tests,
but the contradiction is only apparent as we discuss below.
As explained in detail in Section 3, although the Munich and
Durham models are variations of the same cooling model, they dif-
fer in a number of details, in particular for the assumption adopted
for the hot gas distribution. Red lines in Fig. 11 show results from
the standard Durham model (that assumes a β profile for the hot gas)
and from a model that uses the same cooling implementation but as-
sumes an isothermal distribution for the hot gas (darker red lines), as
in the Munich model. The figure shows clearly that by changing this
assumption, the predicted cooling rates are larger, bringing model
results closer to (although they are still lower than) those obtained
from the Munich model (green lines in Fig. 11). Some differences
are still apparent, however: the Munich model predicts systemat-
ically higher cooling rates than the Durham model, particularly
at z < ∼2 and at the highest redshifts considered, where cooling
is much more efficient in this model than in both of the Durham
implementations considered here. These residual differences are
due to a number of other different assumptions, in particular for
the calculation of the cooling radius and the dependence on dis-
crete halo formation events (see Section 3.4). Statistically, however,
the differences between the models are relatively small, which re-
flects a general agreement in the underlying framework of these two
models.
Perhaps more surprising is the similarity between the results ob-
tained from the Munich model and those from MORGANA, at both
mass scales analysed in this paper. As discussed earlier, Viola et al.
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Figure 12. Distributions of merging times in the three models used in this paper. Top panels are for MW haloes while bottom panels are for the SCUBA
haloes. Maps have been computed using only satellite galaxies present in both models and with merger time smaller than the Hubble time.
Figure 13. As in Fig. 12, but neglecting the orbital dependencies in the merger time calculation for the Durham and MORGANA models (see text for details).
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Figure 14. Merger times (in units of dynamical times) for different mass
ratios. Dashed, long-dashed and dot–dashed lines correspond to the standard
assumptions adopted by the Munich, Durham and MORGANA models,
respectively. The dotted line has been obtained from the long-dashed line
by changing the assumption for the Coulomb logarithm to df = 1 +
Mmain/Msat. The predictions from MORGANA do not depend significantly
on halo concentration. The thick solid line corresponds to the fitting formula
provided by Boylan-Kolchin et al. (2008), with no orbital dependency and
for circular orbits.
(2008) have claimed that the cooling model implemented in MOR-
GANA predicts cooling rates that are significantly larger than those
obtained using the classical model by White & Frenk (1991). It
should be noted, however, that their implementation of the classical
model did not assume any special treatment for the ‘rapid cooling
regime’ (as is instead done in the original work by White & Frenk
and all subsequent variants of this model), and assumed that the hot
gas distribution is described by a polytropic equation of state with
index γ p = 1.15, which is similar to the β profile assumed in the
Durham model. In addition, results discussed in Viola et al. were
obtained for isolated static haloes and it is not trivial to general-
ize them to the case of cosmological mass accretion histories, like
those we have used here. Their conclusions is, however, valid when
one adopts a gas distribution similar to that adopted in the Durham
model used in this paper (which is indeed similar to that they as-
sumed in their implementation of the classical model). Adopting
a steeper gas profile, as in the Munich model used here, changes
results significantly in some mass regimes, bringing them in very
good agreement with those from the MORGANA model.
It is important to realize that the differences highlighted above
will have important consequences on predictions from galaxy for-
mation models. For example, the Munich and MORGANA models
will need to assume a stronger feedback than the Durham model,
to counteract excessive cooling at low redshift in relatively large
haloes. Although all models achieve this using very similar schemes
[the feedback from active galactic nuclei (AGNs)], the relative im-
portance of these additional physical processes will be different in
these three models. Predicting much lower cooling rates for mas-
sive haloes, the Durham model will have difficulties in providing
large numbers of galaxies with elevated star formation at high red-
shift. Indeed, this model is able to reproduce the observed galaxy
number counts at 850 μm only by assuming a top-heavy initial mass
function (IMF) for stars formed in bursts. This works because a top-
heavy IMF has a much larger recycled gas fraction, which provides
fuel for star formation. As illustrated above, MORGANA predicts
much larger cooling rates than the Durham model and is indeed
able to reproduce the number counts of submillimetre sources (but
the brightest ones) with a standard IMF (Fontanot et al. 2007). The
Munich model used in this paper predicts even larger cooling rates
on average, but its predictions for the submillimetre number counts
have not been explored yet.
8.2 Galaxy mergers
The three models used in this paper adopt a different modelling for
galaxy mergers. The Munich and Durham models assume variations
of the classical dynamical friction formula. Results from these two
models are somewhat correlated, but there is a large scatter and
a large number of galaxies get significantly longer merger times
in one model than in the other. As explained in Section 7, this is
mainly due to the adoption of a different numerical factor in front
of the dynamical friction formula employed, and to a different as-
sumption about the Coulomb logarithm. MORGANA uses formulae
derived from numerical simulations and analytic models that take
into account dynamical friction, mass-loss by tidal stripping, tidal
disruption of subhaloes and tidal shocks (Taffoni et al. 2003). As
shown above, over the range of mass ratios that provide merger
times lower than the Hubble time, the merger times obtained using
these formulae are systematically lower (by a factor of ∼10τ dyn)
than those computed from the Munich model. Of the three models
used in this paper, the Munich model uses merger times that are
closer to the fitting formula recently proposed by Boylan-Kolchin
et al. (2008) when neglecting any orbital dependence.
The differences just discussed have important consequences for
the stellar assembly history of massive galaxies, and for the for-
mation and evolution of the brightest cluster galaxies and of the
intragroup and intracluster light. MORGANA (and to some ex-
tent also the Durham model) will tend to assemble massive central
galaxies earlier than the Munich model. To keep these galaxies red,
these models will need to assume a somewhat stronger supernova
feedback so as to make most of the mergers driving their late stellar
assemble dry (i.e. avoid triggering late bursts that would rejuvenate
the stellar population of these galaxies). A different balance be-
tween AGN cooling and tidal stripping of stars will also be required
in these models to keep model predictions in agreement with obser-
vational results. These considerations are of course valid in the case
all models would use the same treatment of all other physical pro-
cesses at play. We remind, however, that as mentioned in Section 1,
these processes are usually treated in a different way, complicating
the comparison between different models.
8.3 Numerical resolution and merger tree scheme
Taking advantage of the mini-MSII run using the same initial con-
ditions and volume as for the MS-II but lower resolutions, we have
analysed how the results discussed above vary as a function of nu-
merical resolution. The level of agreement between the three models
used in this paper is not affected by numerical resolution. None of
the models used in this paper, however, achieves a good numerical
convergence, with all of them predicting moderately larger cooling
rates in lower resolution runs.
On the other hand, results seem to be quite stable to alternative
schemes for the construction of dark matter merger trees. In par-
ticular, we have compared results obtained using FOF-based trees
with those obtained using subhalo-based trees, which represent the
standard input of the Munich model used in this paper. The small
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differences found by comparing results from these two schemes can
be ascribed to the possibility of tracking the accreted haloes until
they are stripped below the resolution limit of the simulation by
tidal stripping and truncation. Interestingly, our results show that
these processes act on relatively short time-scales, and that they are
more efficient at higher redshift.
8.4 What next?
One question that this paper does not address is: what is the best
way to model gas cooling and galaxy mergers? This is a very dif-
ficult question, particularly for the cooling model. It is clear that
one needs to understand how the gas is distributed in dark matter
haloes, and how this distribution is affected by heating from super-
nova and/or AGN feedback. Although hydrodynamical simulations
of galaxy formation are becoming increasingly sophisticated, these
physical processes still need to be included as ‘subgrid’ physics,
i.e. using prescriptions that are ‘semi-analytical’ in nature. As a
consequence, published hydrodynamical simulations offer little in-
dication of appropriate modelling of the hot gas distribution and
evolution.
Our results have pointed out that modelling of the rapid cool-
ing regime differ significantly in the implementations discussed in
this paper. Substantial numerical work has been focused recently
on this mode of accretion, although it was discussed much earlier
by Binney (1977), Rees & Ostriker (1977) and White & Frenk
(1991). Interestingly, recent studies show that gas accretion during
the ‘quasi-static regime’ in hydrodynamical simulations is sensi-
tive to different implementations of SPH (Keresˇ et al. 2009, see
also Yoshida et al. 2002), while accretion rates in the rapid cooling
regime are quite robust. One possible additional concern in using
numerical results to inform semi-analytic models is the poor perfor-
mance of SPH codes in resolving and treating dynamical instabili-
ties developing at sharp interfaces in a multiphase fluid (Agertz et al.
2007).
The situation is somewhat better for the modelling of galaxy
mergers. Since the merging process is predominantly driven by
gravity, it can be studied using controlled numerical experiments
as done, for example, by Boylan-Kolchin et al. (2008). As noted
earlier, however, recent work has not yet converged on the dynamical
friction formula appropriate for galaxy formation models. Further
work in this area is therefore needed.
Gas cooling and galaxy mergers are two basic ingredients of any
galaxy formation model that are relatively well understood. Also
at this level, however, different assumptions have to be made when
implementing these processes. These give rise to non-negligible
differences that can have important implications on the weight that
needs to be given to additional physical processes (e.g. AGN feed-
back, tidal stripping of stars, etc.). This paper highlights specific
areas where further work is needed in order to improve our galaxy
formation models, with the ultimate goal of improving our under-
standing of the physical processes driving galaxy formation and
evolution.
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